
Name Last Email Organization
In 2 sentences or less, please briefly explain your organization's 
capabilities/strengths. We would be interested in teaming with companies who can...

Joseph Whelan jwhelan@milsysgroup.com Military Systems Group, Inc.

Design, build, manufacturing company.  AS 9100 and ISO 9001:2015.  
500,000 sq feet of manufacturing space that includes, fabrication, 
cutting, machining, sand blast and paint. We do big parts--lots of 
overhead cranes and floor space.

engineer and design the system with our Company manufacturing the end 
product.

Darlene Geiger darlene@tacel.com Tactical Electronics Corp/MBF Industries
Highly experienced MIL vehicle manufacturer. We will turn metal into 
the DCS solution.

 be Innovative team member(s) to compliment our ability to handle MIL 
contracts, blueprint, weld, wire, and deliver finished product to satisfy the 
DCS requirement. Prime or Sub.

Leonard Pool L.Pool@sidus-solutions.com SIDUS Solutions, LLC

SIDUS is a manufacture of video surveillance, electrical robotic 
positioners, laser projectors and illumination products for deepsea and 
industrial applications.  Our video systems are currently used by clients 
such as NAVSEA, MSC, JPL, NASA, NIWC and Woods Hole Research. We 
maintaiin an in-house design team that includes; optics, electrical, 
power and embedded design.  www.sidus-solutions.com Our target partners would be the vehicle builders and systems suppliers

Keith Nattrass keith.nattrass@gm.com General Motors Defense
GMD has several energy storage and power generation projects that 
leverage advanced automotive technologies for military applications.  Scoping of preliminary project requirements for energy solutions.

Ben Plattsmier benjamin.plattsmier@skf.com SKF

SKF sells bearings, seals and related components for a variety of 
commercial and military applications, including Kaydon specialty 
products. Incorporate our high quality products into their solution.

Price Taylor price@mycotrailers.com MYCO Trailers LLC

MYCO is a medium and heavy boat and transport trailer manufacturer. 
Specializing in custom Steel and Aluminum design and fabrication with 
experience in private, commercial, government and military projects. A Technical Writer

Meera Towler meera.towler@swri.org Southwest Research Institute

Southwest Research Institute excels at providing custom robotic 
solutions including mobile robots, and advanced software and 
perception capabilities. We manage the ROS-Industrial Consortium, 
which extends the capabilities of Robot Operating System (ROS) to 
manufacturing.

As a custom integrator, we would be interested in teaming with a company 
that needs input on bringing components together. This would include 
companies such as platform developers and mechanical equipment 
manufacturers. We could provide advanced monitoring and control software 
and sensor integration for a company that was primarily focused on 
mechanical design. 

Dry Combat Submersible (DCS) Transporter Collaboration  Opportunity 


